the nondestructive measurement of bulk density and volumetric moisture content in swelling/shrinking soil systems, have incorporated both radiation sources in one collimator, so that the intensity of the attenuated dual-energy gamma-ray beam is measured by a single scintillation detector (Nofziger and Swartzendruber, 1974; Goit et al., 1978) . The attenuated gamma radiation, in the energy range of the ""Am window, contains photons emanating from the 13r Cs source, but reduced in energy by Compton scattering which occurs during their passage through the soil sample. The contribution due to this "background" radiation originating from the lOT Cs source has to be subtracted from the measured intensity of the radiation counted in the energy range of the ^Am window. In our apparatus the signal from the Nal(Tl) scintillation detector is fed through a preamplifier into two identical amplifiers set to different gains and the resulting signal from each amplifier is then electronically discriminated by two matched pulse height analyzers. The analyzers are set to discriminate pulses associated with the energy range about the ""Am and Cs emission peaks (for our apparatus the respective ranges are 45-95 keV and 550 keV -1 MeV).
The "background" correction to the intensity of the attenuated gamma beam measured in the ""Am window varies with the intensity of the attenuated gamma beam from the m Cs. Nofziger and Swartzendruber (1974) found that the intensity of the attenuated radiation from the ^Cs source detected in the ^Am window was a cubic function of the attenuated radiation detected in the high energy 1OT Cs window. Goit et al. (1978) also found a nonlinear relationship between the intensities of the "background" radiation in the ""Am window and of the radiation in the ^Cs window though the mathematical form of the equation was not stated. Loch and Kay (1978) , using the same apparatus as Goit et al. (1978) stated that a third-order regression equation described the contribution of the scattered 137 Cs radiation to the ""Am "background". Using an apparatus similar in principle to that described by Nofziger and Swartzendruber (1974), (but with a 100-mCi m Cs bead source mounted behind a 100-mCi ""Am line source with a 1-cm block of brass between the sources to reduce the intensity of the Cs count dead time effects were not apparent for a s path length of 10 cm;
2) The pairs of amplifiers and pulse hei matched so that they could be interchanged any electronic drift was similar (Over a perio change was detectable in the spectrum of 3) Random changes in the nature of the two sources and in the counting electroni during each 4-hour period using a 3-cm thic as a standard. The ratios of the logarithms counts through this standard absorber, at the ment and at the commencement of an expe (often lasting several months), were determine These ratios were used to scale the logarithm intensity after attenuation by the soil foralteration of the gains of the amplifiers no levels of the discriminators in the pulse he made to correct for this drift. Alteration of settings (by changing the window levels) (Loch and Kay, 1978) , to correct for chan through a standard absorber, would have in
